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* Automatic Socks4/5/HTTP proxy configuration * Non-interactive proxy settings and import/export * Proxy re-routing (proxies, IP addresses, netmasks and paths) * Proxy authentication through HTTP/HOST/USER/PASS phrases * Socks share over HTTP proxy * Log details to file * Auto start/minimized * Switch proxy types in menu * Cleaner host/IP filter
* Search for program paths * Double-click to run directly * Skip to the end of infinite loops * Supports variables in script * Fast and very well thought-out interface * Automatic Proxy configuration FreeCap Product Key is a simple application that reroutes the traffic of a selected program through a SOCKS or HTTP proxy. The tool uses a basic dialog in which
you may add a new application (a program to be rerouted), specify the command-line parameters (working directory, path, port number, user/pass) and specify a proxy type (SOCKS, HTTP or FTP) and profile name. It also supports proxy authentication and proxy re-routing (the main functionality), while it also includes the ability to share proxies. Some of the
most important settings include auto-start, profile creation, log creation, autorun on start, minimizing to system tray, etc. One of the features that caught our attention is the ability to add variables to the script of a selected program. This makes it easier to combine all the parameters together. Another important feature is that it supports the creation of a proxy
chain, which means that you can start using a proxy, exit, and return to the previous one when you want. After having added a proxy to the list, you need to specify a proxy location and a proxy account. After connecting to the proxy, the program will run in its own window and the traffic will be routed through the proxy. If the proxy requires authentication, you
will be prompted for a username and password. FreeCap is a very simple and straightforward application. It allows you to quickly configure the proxy settings, add the proxy to the list and run your application through the proxy. It also has the ability to re-route your Internet traffic through an HTTP or SOCKS proxy. It will support proxy authentication and proxy
share, as well as allowing you to create a proxy chain to easily switch between different proxies. Start by double-clicking

FreeCap Crack+ Activator

The user interface is simple and easy to use, and it's hard to get stuck. It is not as versatile as some SOCKS-enabled alternatives, but for most users it will do the job. FEATURES: - Support for all SOCKS versions. - Support for HTTP proxies. - Support for Windows 8/7/Vista/XP. - Support for x64. - Support for x86. - Support for 32bit and 64bit. - Support for
multiple parameters. - Support for default values. - System tray support. - Low resource usage. - Detailed log on errors. - Proxy list with IP and netmask. - Proxy preferences. - Proxies can be shared. - Export settings for other projects. - Select the protocol between SOCKS v4, SOCKS v5 and HTTP proxy. - Point out a default proxy. - Create a proxy chain. -
Enable SocksShare to share proxies (only anonymous, or all). - Create a list of applications that will be used to make direct connections. - Specify one IP or an IP with netmask. - You can create an account at and use it to download the software. The Pirate Bay BitTorrent tracker was the first site to go down under the Swedish government's anti-piracy law. Now
the site is up and running again, in a slightly altered form. While the Pirate Bay's actual content hasn't changed, the new tracker's layout is very different from what it used to be. The piratebay.se domain is now registered at the.SE registry, and the site is now controlled by a group of web developers. The Pirate Bay's popularity is largely based on its BitTorrent
tracker, which was the first site to go down under the Swedish government's anti-piracy law. While the site is back online in a slightly altered form, the new tracker's layout is quite different from what it used to be. The piratebay.se domain is now registered at the.SE registry, and the site is now controlled by a group of web developers. It's called FreeCap because
it features a window with a regular and simple layout. You can add new applications by specifying their path, working directory, program parameters, and profile name. It is possible to edit an application's properties, as well as 1d6a3396d6
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The application offers you to turn on a SOCKS proxy in one click. It is a great solution to bypass security restrictions imposed by a web browser or an application. Commands: -n/--no-save: Don't save current settings on exit -r/--restore: Use current settings on exit -e/--exit: Exit FreeCap -h/--help: Show this help message and exit. -v/--version: Show version and
exit. -c/--config-file: Read parameters from a config file -p/--program: Path to the program -D/--dir: Working directory -P/--profile: Profile name Settings: -s/--list-config: Show list of available profiles -l/--list-socks: Show list of available SOCKS protocols. -n/--list-no-socks: Show list of available HTTP protocols. -w/--list-non-standard: Show list of available
unregistered IP addresses. -g/--list-global: Show list of available global proxy settings. -p/--list-profile: Show list of available profiles. -d/--list-dir: Show list of working directories available for SOCKS 5. -f/--list-free: Show list of available proxy IPs. -x/--list-xforward: Show list of available xforward configurations. -o/--list-onion: Show list of available IP
addresses or netmasks available for onion mode. -c/--list-client: Show list of clients available for making direct connections. -a/--list-all: Show list of all available profiles. -A/--list-anonymous: Show list of all anonymous proxies available for SOCKS 5. -A/--list-anonymous-all: Show list of all anonymous proxies available for SOCKS 5. -t/--list-tor: Show list of all
Tor-specific proxy settings. -a/--list-anonymous-tor: Show list of all Tor-specific proxy settings for anonymous. -A/--list-anonymous-tor-all: Show list of all Tor-specific proxy settings for anonymous. --usage For a detailed description of available commands, please see the usage dialog. --version

What's New in the FreeCap?

The program for HTTP/SOCKS proxy server, enables you to easily capture data from remote computers and to record the screen with a single mouse click. You may change the IP address or the port of your choice, as well as select a proxy server, specify the log file, and set SocksShare to automatically share your proxy settings. You may create a list of
programs for making direct connections, and specify one IP address or an IP address and netmask. Advertisement FreeCap 2.0.1.0 FreeCap is a SOCKS 5 proxy server and a SOCKS 4 proxy server. It is used to capture network traffic and record screen activity of any program. FreeCap 2.0.1.0 FreeCap is a SOCKS 5 proxy server and a SOCKS 4 proxy server. It
is used to capture network traffic and record screen activity of any program. Screenshot(s): Opinion FreeCap 1.1.0.0 FreeCap is a SOCKS 5 proxy server and a SOCKS 4 proxy server. It is used to capture network traffic and record screen activity of any program. FreeCap 1.1.0.0 FreeCap is a SOCKS 5 proxy server and a SOCKS 4 proxy server. It is used to
capture network traffic and record screen activity of any program. Screenshot(s): Opinion FreeCap 1.0.0.0 FreeCap is a SOCKS 5 proxy server and a SOCKS 4 proxy server. It is used to capture network traffic and record screen activity of any program. FreeCap 1.0.0.0 FreeCap is a SOCKS 5 proxy server and a SOCKS 4 proxy server. It is used to capture
network traffic and record screen activity of any program. Screenshot(s): Opinion FreeCap FreeCap is a SOCKS 5 proxy server and a SOCKS 4 proxy server. It is used to capture network traffic and record screen activity of any program. FreeCap FreeCap is a SOCKS 5 proxy server and a SOCKS 4 proxy server. It is used to capture network traffic and record
screen activity of any program. Screenshot(s): Opinion FreeCap FreeCap is a SOCKS 5 proxy server and a SOCKS 4 proxy server. It is used to capture network traffic and record screen activity of any program. FreeCap FreeCap is a SOCKS 5 proxy server and a SOCKS 4 proxy server. It is used to capture network traffic and record screen activity of any
program. Screenshot(s): Opinion FreeCap FreeCap is a SOCKS 5 proxy server and a SOCKS 4 proxy server. It is used to capture network
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System Requirements:

Product Key: 16.04.0 16.10 16.11 16.12 16.13 16.14 18.04 18.04.1 18.04.2 18.04.3 18.04.4 18.04.5 18.04.6 18.04.7 18.10 18.11 18.12 18.13 18.14 18.
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